Comfortable. Brighter. Beautiful.

S-GROUP® is a company that everyday deals with the development of complex web
applications, marketplaces or subscription products. We integrate apps and modules
with every system and provide a full cycle of web development and automation of
business. One of our strengths is the development of web services for various purposes
and levels of complexity using modern technologies and development tools.



Building highly loaded, scalable systems using load balancers and database clusters.

In addition to complex development, we are ready to implement individual components
of already existing web applications. Also, we provide website development for business
sites, landing pages, e-commerce, etc.
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DeepReader
Mobile App, Social Media Reader
with Arcade Elements
Deep Reader is a unique software
platform that allows readers to learn
more about their favorite books and
discuss then with their friends or
celebrities who like to read books.
The S-GROUP® team developed the
logic and concept of the product, the
algorithms of work aCd and the
mechanism for the project
monetization.
Кіану Рівз
Читати разом

Client

Ukraine

ListrLink
Social Media Platform

Add link

12 Jul • Ivan
RalphIvanov
Edwa@ivanivanov
rds @RalphEdwards
• #LondonNews
• #LondonNews
#Startup
#sport

Home


ListrLink is a new social media
project, focused mainly on sharing
links with followers or following
people who could share links which
are of interest for the user. Also, the
user could use it to save link in their
feed privately. In the previous version,
there was a feature where people
could ask a question and get useful
links.

Stack: Laravel, MySQL, HTML5, CSS3,
VueJS etc.
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Qr code for Taxpayers
Сoncept of a Web app
S-GROUP® developed а сoncept of a
Web app for creating and editing
forms for taxpayers. By generating a
QR code with a direct link to the
“sample form”, the application will
significant|ly shorten the process of
searching and filling out paper forms
for taxpayers. It will also greatly
simplify the procedure for filling out
paper documents.
Client

Ukraine, Vinnitsa Tax Administration

FounderInvest

Fintech, Marketplace for Startups
& Investors

The S-GROUP® team has developed a
platform that brings together
investors and startups looking for
finance. The platform secures
transparency during the process
searching for finance and investment
opportunities and after grant is
awarded or finance secured.

Stack: Laravel, PostgreSQL, Angular.

M A R KETPL ACE 


FÜ R G R Ü ND ER & I NVESTOR EN

Client

Germany, FounderInvest

Telegram Folders
Messaging App upgrade
The S-GROUP® team has developed a
concept for implementing folders to
sort contacts in the telegram
messenger application. This will help
avoid the duplication of contacts. The
folders will contain groups in which
the contacts are allocated and for
each group the user can configure
their own notifications and rules. All
unassigned contacts are stored in
the “unassigned” group or the All
Contacts group next to the ARCHIVE
folder.
Client

United Arab Emirates

KNP
CRM, Freelance Marketplace,
Task Management Software Tool
The goal is to create an autonomous
platform that could optimize the
processes of receiving, processing
and completing orders, as well as
making it possible to account for and
analyze the data received. The
project combines a CRM system with
a freelance marketplace and an
accounting program. 

Stack: Laravel, PostgreSQL, Angular.
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Lysenko Oksana Dmytrivna
Full name
Lysenko Oksana Dmytrivna
Nickname
Ksynia90
Items
Maths

Physics

Chemistry

Add item

Description
Education: Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics, Kyiv National

Taras Shevchenko University. Candidate of Physical and Mathematical Sciences.



I have experience in analyzing the collected material; fact checks;

performing analytical studies; mathematical modeling

technological processes. More than 30 author's articles have been written.
Email address
Ksynia1990@gmail.com
Phone
38 098 885 87 58
Sex

Client

Austria, KNP
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4CityPets
Marketplace
The S-GROUP® team has developed a
multi-vendor B2C marketplace, focused
on pet owners and pet service providers.
Users can register and look for services
or products for their pets. Products and
services are classified by categories,
location, etc. A service provider or a pet
shelter, after registration, pass
verification by the system admin.

Stack: Laravel, PostgreSQL, Blade
Laravel, etc.

Client

Portugal, 4CityPets

HyperChance
Game + Lottery
HyperChance is a unique game,
created by mathematicians. The 

S-GROUP® team implemented the
software platform using high-quality
and scalable code. It allows 100+
users to play the same game at one
“table”. The playing field consists of
many cells.

Stack: Laravel, PostgreSQL, Angular.
Client

Kazakhstan, HyperChance

Pro Furniture
CRM + ERP
CRM + ERP System - a set of tools for
organizing the company, that helps
keeping track of Products and
Services, Documents, Orders,
Workers and Finances, Production
and Warehouse status, Tasks and
Projects.

Stack: Laravel, MySQL, Bootstrap,
Phuse.
Client

Ukraine, CRM Pro

Aja
SocialProof SaaS product
SocialProof SaaS product. This is a
product to allow people to add
testimonials to their website. This is a
SaaS product that someone can sign
up for. Once signed up, they get
access to an admin console where
they can configure settings, colors
and, add testimonials. 

Stack: PHP using the Laravel
framework, MySql as the database
Client

USA, Aja

Aja

JTL Shop
CMS
CMS is designed for use in the
German-speaking market, used by
less than 1% of users. A feature of the
system is the interface in German and
the ability to integrate the store's
database with large sites such as
Amazon and production management
systems.
Client

Germany
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Contact us: gain@s-group.vn.ua
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